Switchfoot sits down with The Trumpet
by Dolly Malik
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Variant Gray varies from musical norm
by Riddhi Doshi

“Falling Rain” were both written by
Zach Grim while “Get Out” was written by former member, Greg Zwickl.
Zach Grim said “For me, my writing influences as of lately would have to
come from the White Stripes, Green Day,
The Who and a few others. My lead guitar work is greatly influenced by Angus
Young of AC/DC and Jimi

group’s songs, said “Good songs do not
come from good times, at least for me.”
Variant Gray’s songs are all about emotions ranging from love to hurt. “Love
and lack there of in the world. Without either of those I would not be able to write
any of the songs that I do.” said Grim
Variant Gray formed in March of
2009. Their first gig was on June 20th,
2009 at Brenda and Jerry’s. They played
again the weekend of November 13th at
a festival in East Stroudsburg. They have
been diligently working during recording sessions throughout November
in order to record a whole new set of
tracks for their fans. They are planning to have even more recording sessions and have high hopes of hitting
the road again sometime in late December or early January. Variant Gray
is also hoping to produce an album
by late winter. The group
plans to play at more shows
and are collaborating with
another Parkland band, All
of the Above, in order to do a
joint show in the near future.
“Our music is very individual, pure, raw and powerful.” said freshman Zwickl.
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This year there are numerous Parkland student bands springing up from everywhere but there is one band that most
students particularly enjoy. That band is
Variant Gray, which consists of Parkland
students Zach Grim, Jake Grim and Will
Marshall. A unique asset this band has is
that it also has members from other
area schools. In other words,
at any of their events not only
can Parkland students
watch classmates perform but they can also
meet kids from surrounding schools. The band’s
line-up is junior guitarist
Zach Grim, freshman percussionist Jake Grim, freshman
lead vocalist Will Marshall
and part time member- senior keyboardist Rocco
Ditalia. Their manager
is junior Dolly Malik.
When asked about
their band’s name selection, the band concluded
that they wanted to find a
name that best described
their personalities and their
Variant Gray poses for logo.
music. When Ditalia thought
of the name Variant Gray the
members thought the selection was perfect because it varies from
the norm or “average gray.” Some of
the band’s biggest hits include the songs
“Whatever it Takes”, “Falling Rain” and
“Get Out.” “Whatever it Takes” and
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The Flaming Lips
“Embryonic”
by Ashley Youwakim
Over the course of time, the popular
indie band The Flaming Lips have released EPs and albums that adhere to the
same type of sentimental-ballad-meetsrock-outline. When the Lips first arrived
on the music scene, their sounds were
thought of as innovative and edgy. Now
over twenty years after their first record
release, the music that was once pioneering can be compared to the likes of
other popular bands like Modest Mouse,
Arcade Fire and the ever-so-popular
Beirut. Though very much predictable
in this day and age, the band has created a winning formula to say the least.
This year during the coming of October, amongst the changing leaves
marked the arrival of another Flaming
Lips album. The band’s newest addition
entitled “Embryonic” has stepped outside the formulaic sounds avid listeners
have been accustomed to hearing. Lead
singer Wayne Coyne no longer lends his
voice to upbeat melodies but is transformed into a weary lyricist reminiscent
of a fatalist. The opening song, titled
“Convinced of the Hex,” sets the stage
for the rest of the album with its monotone vocals and spastic guitar melodies.
Unexpectedly, “Embryonic” does not
possess any type of ballad, which the
band has seemed to perfect, such as past
songs like “Do You Realize” or “What is
the Light?” Additionally, the band also
strays from upbeat melodies that they
have flawlessly created in earlier songs
like “Yeah Yeah Yeah Song” and the saga
“Yoshimi Battles the Pink Robots Part 1.”
From the seven-minute showpiece
“Powerless” to the transfixing tune
“Scorpio Sword”, the band’s ongoing use
of electronic instruments and computer
manipulation is evident even with this refreshing sound. With songs that promise to
be hits amongst hipsters and punk rockers
alike, “Embryonic” truly hits the target.
“The quality of the songs are unlike
any of their past albums. I can only describe it as raw,” said senior Sarah Moyer.
From the first song to the last, the album is a breath of fresh air compared
to former Lips albums. Foretold in the
Lip’s past chameleon-like toggles from
garage band in the eighties to punk rock
misfits in the nineties to the innovators
which they are known as today, the reinvented sounds heard in “Embryonic”
are no surprise for the oncoming decade.
“It [Embryonic] is a candid look at
the creative whimsies of a band that
has left an indelible mark on music,” reviewed Michael Franco, a
PopMatters Associate Music Editor.
The album is not something that should
be listened to every day. However, on days
that require a soundtrack filled with metaphorically meaningful lyrics and jumpy
maledictions, “Embryonic” is ideal.
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